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 .part02 Latest version: V2.7 (27/07/2015) HTC Evo 3D Description The King of PocketPCs! The HTC Evo 3D is a true 3D
pocket phone that packs a punch. Packing dual cameras that take stunning 3D stills and videos, and a slideout QWERTY

keyboard that makes typing a breeze! Powered by Android 2.3.5 Gingerbread, the HTC Evo 3D is ready to do the 3D on the go.
HTC Evo 3D Features: This device is packed with the latest and greatest cutting edge technology. The newest features include:

Gesture Technology: The HTC Evo 3D uses powerful sensors and HD 3D displays to capture your gestures, let you interact with
the phone as a normal digital camera would be. Simply tilt your phone and the camera will automatically focus on your subject

and take photos or record video while you make a touch on the touch screen. QWERTY Keyboard Slide-Out: The HTC Evo 3D
is the first phone to use the new QWERTY keyboard slide-out. This QWERTY keyboard slides out easily and is very fast. There

are many keyboard shortcuts that are great for writing. This keyboard slides out by just pressing the screen. HTC BlinkFeed:
The HTC Evo 3D has a unique “blinkfeed” feature that presents the user with the hottest and latest news, information and even

games. The user can create and personalize their own “feed” and customize the layout of the information in the feed. Dual
Cameras: The HTC Evo 3D uses the same camera system as the HTC Sensation. This includes a 16MP rear camera with LED
flash and a front facing camera with 3.2MP sensor. Both cameras are capable of taking stunning 3D photos and videos. Bright
LED Flash: The HTC Evo 3D is the first phone to use a new LED flash. This LED flash illuminates the screen so you can see

your photos in the dark or under low light conditions. Android 2.3.5 Gingerbread: Powered by the latest version of Android, the
HTC Evo 3D will help you to get the most out of your phone and the apps that you want. With the HTC Evo 3D, the ultimate

personalization can be achieved. With the new Android version, 82157476af
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